
Designer Plants
How to build your Artificial
Portable Hedge

Thank you for buying your Designer Plants Artificial
Hedge. Now it’s time to put it together 

Step 1. Unbox your Artificial hedge and place each face of the
hedge lying face down as shown. Take note of the numbers and/or
arrows on the inside face (shown in red circle).  This indicates the
top and bottom of the hedge.

Step 2. Place each pole into each of the empty
holes on one face of the hedge as shown in the
image. Then use a rubber mallet or similar tool
to ensure the poles are firmly in. (This step is
really important). 

Step 3. Connect the 2nd face of the hedge
to the face with the poles already
connected, as shown in the image. Make
sure that all of the poles are in both holes
on either face before pressing each side
together firmly. 

Step 4. Firmly push each side of
the hedge together so that the
poles are in firmly. Then use the
rubber mallet lightly on the top of
each connection point to ensure
that the poles are in firmly. Do not
forget this step, otherwise the
hedge will not connect properly. 

Step 5. Read Step 5 and 6 together before commencing Step 5.
Connect the loose hedge pieces by lining up the holes and lugs in each
corner. For bigger size hedges, please note the numbers and/or arrows on
the loose pieces indicating whether these are a top or a side piece. 

Please turn over for further instructions 



Step 6. When connecting the loose hedge
pieces, connect the hedge using the lugs in a
diagonal manner - to allow for enough stretch
in the panel and easier connecting. Connect in
order of numbers in the above picture. Do not
connect the ones adjacent to each other.     
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Step 7. Enjoy your completed Artificial Hedge! 

Need further help?
Visit us online at:

designerplants.com.au

Call us on:
1800 617 341

TIP: If placing inside a planter, allow at least 0.9"
or 2.2cm extra around all sides to allow for the

foliage.


